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Canvas Bowls supply list
--Supplies--

Teacher:  Judy Irish

Supplies:

Canvas:   cotton duck extra heavy weight.   18 to 20 oz. duck I will have it for you in
class.

Ultra Hold Heat n Bond or similar. It gives the bowl more  body. 2 yards for bowl and
appliqué I will have it for you

In class.  The kit fee for canvas and fusible is $15.00, payable by check to Judy Irish.

Black sharpie marker, pencil, and really sharp scissors.  I use special sharp scissors for
cutting my collage pieces.   Bring your favorite small scissors too for cutting collage
pieces.

A Ruler….an 18” long one is fine…even a 12 inch long ruler.  A narrower width ruler works
well, not so bulky when marking!!

Rotary cutter….I use one to cut out my canvas bowl!   Cutting mat.   Or I use good heavy
sharp scissors to cut the canvas.

An assortment of fabrics to cover your bowl and to appliqué designs onto your bowl.
Two fat  quarters, one  for outside and one for the inside of  your bowl.  You can also fuse
pieces onto your bowl instead of one whole piece to cover the inside and outside.

Fabric with designs….flowers, fish, buildings, animals or whatever makes you happy!  If
you have a smaller iron it can be helpful to fuse.  Getting things fused on the inside of the
bowl can be a challenge with a large iron.  I do use a large iron for some of the fusing, or
you can often fuse your bowl while still flat.
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I will bring a couple small irons for use in class.

You can also fuse colored shapes onto your bowl, not flowers, fish or other fabrics.   Put
designs on your bowl that make you happy!

Sewing machine that can zig zag stitch and thread to coordinate with your fabric…I used
gold metallic on many of my bowls or a coordinating color of cotton or poly thread.   A
heavy duty needle…denim or such.  I use  metallic needles.  90/14 which have worked
well for me.

Whatever works is my motto!   Judy Irish 360-403-4868     wildirishrows@yahoo.com

I will have a kit with canvas and fusible for you to  pick up in class.….it will be /$15.00 plus
your  class fee.  You can pay me for the kit  by check.
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